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"Dew Number 17, once missing, has returned. What truths lie beyond this bygone clash between black and white?"
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u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50u2b50. Manipulate two colours of blobs to clear out areas and progress. It builds up mechanics quite
nicely from collecting the colours in the right order to remain 'clear' to controlling the blobs themselves, walking over colour
changing platforms, changing everythings colour, etc, etc. It gets pretty tricky by the end with some pretty clever design. It does
have some issues though. I would recommend you buy it in a sale, as others point out its quite short. (Though you may want to
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support the developers regardless.) It also needs someone to go over the story text. Its just about understandable, (A sort of
hidden history of rebellion story.) but a whole lot of the text is quite badly translated. Othe than that, the presentation is fine, the
controls are okay, and there is some interesting puzzling to be had.. short but good a little overpriced.. Great game. That is
literally all I have to say.
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